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ORBITAL-LATTICE QUASIPARTICLES INFERROMAGNETIC LaMnO3�Jan Baªaa;b, Andrzej M. Ole±a;b and George A. SawatzkyaMarian Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, PolandbMax-Plank-Institut für FestkörperforshungHeisenbergstrasse 1, D-70569 Stuttgart, GermanyDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of British Columbia6224 Agriultural Road, Vanouver, British Columbia, Canada 6VT 1Z1(Reeived July 10, 2002)We investigate the ombined in�uene of eletron-phonon and orbitalpolarization interations on hole propagation in a ferromagneti plane oforbitally ordered LaMnO3. The quasipartile band found at the bottom ofthe hole spetrum is aompanied by broad strutures representing vibra-tional side-bands resulting from the hole-lattie oupling.PACS numbers: 75.47.Lx, 75.30.Et, 73.20.Mf, 79.60.�iTo explain the olossal magnetoresistene [1℄ and metal-insulator transi-tion observed in manganese oxides beyond the simple double-exhange modelone has to understand a omplex interplay between magneti, harge, andstrutural order as well as the mobility of itinerant strongly orrelated egarriers in undoped LaMnO3 with A-type antiferromagneti order. Consid-ering the hole motion within ferromagneti (a; b) planes one an onstrainthe e�etive model to the hole sattering on orbital [2℄ and phononi [3℄exitations only. Both kinds of the exitations have been observed reentlyusing Raman sattering measurements [4℄. The propagation of a single holeis onsidered using the lattie-orbital-hole model,H = Ht +H� +HJ +HJT +El +Hph; (1)whih inludes the kineti energy of a hole (Ht), the polarization of orbitalsaround a hole (H�) [5℄, superexhange interation between the Mn3+�Mn3+� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(839)



840 J. Baªa, A.M. Ole±, G.A. Sawatzkyions due to harge exitations (HJ) [6℄, the Jahn�Teller (JT) interation(HJT) with the distorted lattie energy (El) [7℄, and the oxygen ion os-illations around their distorted positions (Hph). The alternating orbitalordering is de�ned by two orbital sublatties with the oupied eg orbitals,ji�i = os ��4 � �� jizi � sin ��4 � �� jixi; (2)where + (�) refers to i 2 A (i 2 B) orbital sublattie, and jixi (jizi) standsfor the orbital jx2 � y2i (j3z2 � r2i) at site i, respetively. The angle �desribes the type of orbital ordering and depends on external pressure [8℄.In the linear phonon-orbital-wave (LPOW) theory the e�etive Hamil-tonian (1) represents a oupled hole-phonon-orbiton problem in momentumspae [3℄,HLPOW=Xk "khykhk+Xq 0�X�=1;2
(�)q �yq; ��q; �+!0 X�=1;3Byq; �Bq; �1A+Xk;q 8<:hyk�qhk24X�=1;3M (�)0 Byq;�+X�=1;2�M (�)k;q�yq; �+N (�)k;q�yq+Q; ��35+H::9=; ;(3)with the free hole dispersion, "k = t [1� 2 sin(2�)℄ k, and the nesting vetorQ = (�; �). M (�)0 and {M (�)k;q, N (�)k;q} are the strutureless hole-phonon andmixed orbiton-phonon verties, respetively, while Bq;� and �q;� are bosonioperators for the phonon and mixed exitations [9℄, respetively, whih de-pend on the JT oupling / � and on the polarization interations / �. TheGreen's funtion, G(k; !) = [! � "k � �(k; !)℄�1, is determined in the self-onsistent Born approximation [10℄ by the hole self-energy obtained fromthe dressed Green's funtion,�(k; !) =Xq X�=1;2n(M (�)k;q)2G[k � q; ! � 
(�)q ℄+ (N (�)k;q)2G[k � q; ! � 
(�)q+Q℄o+ 3M20 Xq G[k � q; ! � !0℄; (4)leading to the hole spetral funtions, A(k; !) = � 1� ImG(k; ! + i0+).Here, we have onentrated on three representative alternating orbitalorderings: jx2�z2i=jy2�z2i, (jxi+jzi)=(jxi�jzi), and j3x2�r2i=j3y2�r2i,realized for � = �=12, 0, and ��=12, respetively. At �nite momenta thespetra onsist of quasipartile (QP) peaks at low energies and the inoherentbakground at higher energies, whereas at k ' (0; 0) one �nds a ompletely
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Fig. 1. The hole spetral funtions A(k; !) alulated on a grid with 20 � 20q-points, as obtained along the (0; 0)-(�; �) diretion for the staggered (jxi �jzi)=(jxi + jzi) orbital ordering (� = 0) for �=t = 7 with: (a) � = 0 and (b)� = t. Other parameters as in Ref. [3℄.inoherent spetrum. As presented in Figs. 1 and 2, the QP at k! (�; �) isaompanied by a broad (�! � t) struture above, whih represents a side-band e�et for the anti-JT distortions predited by Allen and Perebeinosfor LaMnO3 [11℄. Inreasing the in-plane hopping by hanging the orbitalordering to � = ��=12, we �nd a band-like struture at k ! (0; 0) and! ' 3t whih gets broader as a result of the JT interation [see Fig. 2(a)and (b)℄.
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Fig. 2. The hole spetral funtions A(k; !) as in Fig. 1, but for the staggereddiretional j3x2 � r2i=j3y2 � r2i orbital ordering (� = ��=12).



842 J. Baªa, A.M. Ole±, G.A. Sawatzky TABLE IThe QP spetral weight (Zk) and the QP binding energy (Eb) found at the bottomof the QP band [k = (�; �)℄ as a funtion of �=t, obtained for the orbital orderingsgiven by � = 0 and ��=12, respetively.� = ��=12 � = 0 � = �=12�=t Zk Eb=t Zk Eb=t Zk Eb=t0.0 0.375 0.900 0.274 1.280 0.110 1.6850.25 0.362 0.970 0.232 1.295 0.047 1.7050.50 0.341 1.095 0.157 1.430 0.027 1.9400.75 0.315 1.275 0.084 1.710 0.024 2.2151.0 0.285 1.510 0.048 2.105 0.003 2.550The orbital polarization does not in�uene the orbital exitation energy,but ontributes instead new verties / � (see [12℄) to the hole-orbiton sat-tering. These loal proesses around a hole drastially derease the widthof the QP band, inreasing simultaneously the polaron binding energy [seeFigs. 1(b) and 2(b)℄. The binding energy originates in this ase from theloal hole hopping within the orbital polaron leading to the loalization ofa hole and its large e�etive mass. This proess is also aompanied bya derease of the QP spetral weight whih is partiularly striking for thejx2 � z2i=jy2 � z2i (� = �=12) orbital ordering (Table I).This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN), Projet No. 5 P03B 055 20.REFERENCES[1℄ M. Imada, A. Fujimori, Y. Tokura, Rev. Mod. Phys. 70, 1039 (1998).[2℄ J. van den Brink, P. Horsh, A.M. Ole±, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 5174 (2000).[3℄ J. Baªa, A.M. Ole±, G.A. Sawatzky, Phys. Rev. B65, 184414 (2002).[4℄ E. Saitoh, S. Okamoto, K.T. Takahashi, K. Tobe, K. Yamamoto, T. Kimura,S. Ishihara, S. Maekawa, Y. Tokura, Nature 410, 180 (2001).[5℄ R. Kilian, G. Khaliullin, Phys. Rev. B60, 13458 (1999).[6℄ L.F. Feiner, A.M. Ole±, Phys. Rev. B59, 3295 (1999).[7℄ A.J. Millis, Phys. Rev. B53, 8434 (1996).[8℄ J. Baªa, A.M. Ole±, Phys. Rev. B62, R6085 (2000).[9℄ J. van den Brink, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 217202 (2001).[10℄ G. Martínez, P. Horsh, Phys. Rev. B44, 317 (1991).[11℄ V. Perebeinos, P.B. Allen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 5178 (2000).[12℄ J. Baªa, A.M. Ole±, P. Horsh, Phys. Rev. B65, 134420 (2002).


